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on the edge of a Black Hole or at the origin of the

Introducing Stephen Hawking J.P. McEvoy

Universe itself.

2014-06-05 'An ideal introduction [to Stephen

Stephen Hawking Mike Venezia 2009-10-05

Hawking]' - Independent 'Astonishingly

Examines the life and work of the British physicist

comprehensive - clearer than Hawking himself' -

who overcame the challenges of ALS to become one

Focus Stephen Hawking was a world-famous

of the foremost scientists of the twentieth century.

physicist with a cameo in The Simpsons on his CV,

The Extraordinary Life of Stephen Hawking Kate

but outside of his academic field his work was little

Scott 2019-01-10 Stephen Hawking was: A physicist

understood. To the public he was a tragic figure - a

A cosmologist An author One of the cleverest

brilliant scientist and author of the 9 million-copy-

people who ever lived. __________ While studying

selling A Brief History of Time, and yet spent the

at Oxford University, Stephen Hawking was

majority of his life confined to a wheelchair and

diagnosed with motor neurone disease, which

almost completely paralysed. Hawking's major

meant that eventually he was completely

contribution to science was to integrate the two

paralysed, and could only talk via a computer. But

great theories of 20th-century physics: Einstein's

that never held him back, and because of his work

General Theory of Relativity and Quantum

on time and space, he changed the way the world

Mechanics. J.P. McEvoy and Oscar Zarate's brilliant

thinks about the universe. Discover more about the

graphic guide explores Hawking's life, the

life of a man who is known for his incredible

evolution of his work from his days as a student,

contribution to science in this beautifully illustrated

and his breathtaking discoveries about where these

book.

fundamental laws break down or overlap, such as

Stephen Hawking's Universe 1997-01-01 The latest
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advances in cosmological thought presented by one

revealing look at his own life and intellectual

of today's most renowned scientists. Program five

evolution. My Brief History recounts Stephen

introduces the discover of black holes. Program six

Hawking’s improbable journey, from his postwar

synopsizes the last 100 years of astronomy.

London boyhood to his years of international acclaim

Stephen Hawking Robert Snedden 2015-07-15 One

and celebrity. Lavishly illustrated with rarely seen

of the most important physicists of all time, Stephen

photographs, this concise, witty, and candid account

Hawking isn’t only a brilliant scientist—he’s an

introduces readers to a Hawking rarely glimpsed in

inspiration. Hawking was diagnosed with a

previous books: the inquisitive schoolboy whose

muscular disease as a young adult, making

classmates nicknamed him Einstein; the jokester

movement and later speech very difficult.

who once placed a bet with a colleague over the

However, he still was able to make discoveries

existence of a particular black hole; and the young

about space and time that no one could have

husband and father struggling to gain a foothold in

imagined. In this detailed biography, readers learn

the world of physics and cosmology. Writing with

about Hawking’s life, including his childhood,

characteristic humility and humor, Hawking opens

schooling, and writing of A Brief History of Time.

up about the challenges that confronted him

Full-color images and sidebars help readers

following his diagnosis of ALS at age twenty-one.

understand Hawking’s research as well as the inner

Tracing his development as a thinker, he explains

workings of a legendary scientist.

how the prospect of an early death urged him

Biography of Stephen Hawkings Mahesh Sharma

onward through numerous intellectual

2021-01-01 Stephen Hawking is one of the greatest

breakthroughs, and talks about the genesis of his

geniuses of our time. After Albert Einstein; he is

masterpiece A Brief History of Time—one of the

one of the most brilliant theoretical physicists in

iconic books of the twentieth century. Clear-eyed,

history. Though this great cosmologist is afflicted

intimate, and wise, My Brief History opens a

with ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease); it did not deter

window for the rest of us into Hawking’s personal

him from pursuing Physics. This book is an

cosmos.

unbeatable person’s biography in an engaging

Who Was Stephen Hawking? Jim Gigliotti

manner. It sketches a candid portrait of this one of a

2019-06-04 Learn more about the renowned British

kind personality giving insight into his personal and

scientist, professor, and author who spent his entire

professional life. In a simple language; the complex

career trying to answer the question: "Where did

and confuing world of science have been explained

the universe come from?" Stephen Hawking was

that Hawking as a scientist has traversed through

born exactly three hundred years after the death of

his life. Thus it is comprehensible to even a lay

the scientist Galileo, so maybe it was written in the

person. The book unravels the life of Hawking’s

stars that he would become a famous scientist in his

from the time he was a college student; to becoming

own right. Although he was diagnosed with a

a great cosmologist. An inspiring book which will

neurological disease at age 21, Stephen did not let

help the reader know one of the greatest minds of

the illness define his life. Known for his

the present age.

groundbreaking work in physics, and identified by

My Brief History Stephen Hawking 2013-09-10

his wheelchair and computerized voice system,

NATIONAL BESTSELLER Stephen Hawking has

Stephen continued his research until his death in

dazzled readers worldwide with a string of

2018. He is best known for his black hole theories

bestsellers exploring the mysteries of the universe.

and his best-selling book A Brief History of Time.

Now, for the first time, perhaps the most brilliant

Stephen Hawking is an example of a person who

cosmologist of our age turns his gaze inward for a

had a great mind, but an even greater spirit.
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A Brief History of Time From The Big Bang to

the physical laws themselves transform and

Black Holes Stephen W. Hawking 2020-03-04 A

simplify until particles, forces, and even time itself

Brief History of Time: From the Big Bang to Black

fades away. Once upon a time, perhaps, there was

Holes is a popular-science book on cosmology (the

no time. This led them to a revolutionary idea: the

study of the origin and evolution of the universe)

laws of physics are not set in stone but are born and

by British physicist Stephen Hawking. It was first

co-evolve as the universe they govern takes shape.

published in 1988. Hawking wrote the book for

On the Origin of Time takes the reader on a quest

readers who have no prior knowledge of the

to understand questions bigger than our universe,

universe and people who are interested in learning.

peering into the extreme quantum physics of black

Stephen Hawking John Gribbin 2016-01-21 'A

holes and the big bang and drawing on the latest

gripping account of a physicist whose speculations

developments in string theory. As Hawking's final

could prove as revolutionary as those of Albert

days drew near, the two collaborators published a

Einstein . . . Its combination of erudition, warmth,

final theory proposing their radical new Darwinian

robustness, and wit is entirely appropriate to their

perspective on the origins of our universe. Hertog

subject' New Statesman 'Intriguing . . . There are

offers a striking new vision that ties together, more

larger questions here than the life of even this

deeply than ever, the nature of the universe's birth

singular man' Peter Ackroyd, The Times Stephen

with our existence. Their theory profoundly

Hawking was no ordinary scientist. He managed to

transforms the way we think about our place in the

do more than perhaps any other physicist to

order of the cosmos and may ultimately prove

broaden our basic understanding of the universe.

Hawking's biggest legacy.

This skilful portrait of an indefatigable genius traces

The Life and Times of Stephen Hawkings Mahesh

the course of Hawking's life and science, marrying

Sharma 2021-01-19 Stephen Hawking is one of the

biography and physics to tell the story of a

greatest geniuses of our time. After Albert Einstein;

remarkable man.

he is one of the most brilliant theoretical physicists

On the Origin of Time Thomas Hertog 2023-03-09

in history. Though this great cosmologist is afflicted

A new theory of the universe, twenty years in the

with ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease); it did not deter

making, by Stephen Hawking and his close

him from pursuing Physics. This book is an

collaborator Thomas Hertog. Perhaps the biggest

unbeatable person’s biography in an engaging

question Stephen Hawking tried to answer in his

manner. It sketches a candid portrait of this one of a

extraordinary life was how the universe could have

kind personality giving insight into his personal and

created conditions so perfectly hospitable to life.

professional life. In a simple language; the complex

Pondering this mystery led Hawking to study the

and confuing world of science have been explained

big bang origin of the universe, but his early work

that Hawking as a scientist has traversed through

ran into a crisis when the maths predicted many big

his life. Thus it is comprehensible to even a lay

bangs producing a multiverse - countless different

person. The book unravels the life of Hawking’s

universes, most of which were far too bizarre to

from the time he was a college student; to becoming

harbour life. Holed up in the theoretical physics

a great cosmologist. An inspiring book which will

department at Cambridge, Stephen Hawking and

help the reader know one of the greatest minds of

his friend and collaborator Thomas Hertog worked

the present age.

shoulder to shoulder for twenty years on a new

Hawking And The Black Holes Paul Strathern

quantum theory of the cosmos. As their discoveries

2012-10-31 At a moment of great discovery, one Big

took them deeper into the big bang, they were

Idea can change the world... Black holes have long

startled to find a deeper level of evolution in which

been a topic of fascination, from pop culture to
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science fiction. Stephen Hawking's discoveries and

be able to answer (at least to some degree), the last

research on black holes and cosmology have made

four questions focus on Hawking’s outlook for the

him an academic celebrity and perhaps the best-

future of humanity, Earth, and our civilization.

known scientist of our time. His book, A Brief

DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a

History of Time, was a record-breaking, worldwide

companion to, not a replacement for, Brief Answers

bestseller and his Big Ideas have changed the way

to the Big Questions. ZIP Reads is wholly

we view the world and the universe, for ever.

responsible for this content and is not associated

Hawking & Black Holes tells the incredible story of

with the original author in any way. Please follow

Hawking's early life in which he created his own

this link: https://amzn.to/2DiiBCI to purchase a copy

complicated board games, to his being diagnosed

of the original book. We are a participant in the

with AML, and his subsequent brilliant research

Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an

into black holes and the cosmos. Hawking's Big Idea

affiliate advertising program designed to provide a

is presented in an accessible and engrossing way,

means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com

providing an explanation of the meaning and

and affiliated sites.

importance of his discoveries, and the way his work

Euclidean Quantum Gravity G. W. Gibbons 1993

has changed and influenced our lives today. The

The Euclidean approach to Quantum Gravity was

Big Idea series is a fascinating look at the greatest

initiated almost 15 years ago in an attempt to

advances in our scientific history, and at the men

understand the difficulties raised by the spacetime

and women who made these fundamental

singularities of classical general relativity which

breakthroughs.

arise in the gravitational collapse of stars to form

Stephen Hawking 2009 Introduction to the life and

black holes and the entire universe in the Big Bang.

career of the physicist Stephen Hawking.

An important motivation was to develop an

Summary & Analysis of Brief Answers to the Big

approach capable of dealing with the nonlinear,

Questions ZIP Reads 101-01-01 PLEASE NOTE:

non-perturbative aspects of quantum gravity due to

This is a summary and analysis of the book and not

topologically non-trivial spacetimes. There are

the original book. If you'd like to purchase the

important links with a Riemannian geometry. Since

original book, please paste this link in your browser:

its inception the theory has been applied to a

https://amzn.to/2DiiBCIIn Stephen Hawking's final

number of important physical problems including

book, he answers ten of the "big" questions he was

the thermodynamic properties of black holes,

asked during his life. His answers are thoughtful,

quantum cosmology and the problem of the

expansive, and brilliant—just as you would except

cosmological constant. It is currently at the centre of

from one of the most renowned scientific minds in

a great deal of interest.This is a collection of survey

human history. What does this ZIP Reads Summary

lectures and reprints of some important lectures on

Include? Synopsis of the original bookSummaries &

the Euclidean approach to quantum gravity in

Key Takeaways from each of the 10

which one expresses the Feynman path integral as

questionsSimplified science from the original

a sum over Riemannian metrics. As well as papers

bookIn-depth Editorial ReviewBackground on

on the basic formalism there are sections on Black

Stephen Hawking About the Original Book:

Holes, Quantum Cosmology, Wormholes and

Stephen Hawking’s final book is a brilliant yet

Gravitational Instantons.

succint look into some of the biggest questions that

Beyond the Big Bang Willem B. Drees 1990

face humanity, such as "Where did it all begin?" and

Originally presented as the author's thesis (doctoral--

"Is time travel possible?" While the first six

University of Groningen). Includes bibliographical

questions look towards issues science may already

references: (p. [291]-316) and index.
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Stay Curious! Kathleen Krull 2020-09-22 A picture-

2018-12-06 This book is the culmination of some of

book biography about science superstar Stephen

the big questions that many of us have been asking

Hawking, whose visionary mind revolutionized our

for centuries. Stephen in his infinite wisdom

concept of reality and whose struggle with ALS

documented many of his thoughts in notes over the

inspired millions. Perfect for parents and teachers

years that allowed for the creation of this

looking to instill curiosity and a love for STEM. As a

publication. While many of us perceive physics and

young boy, Stephen Hawking loved to read,

Hawking himself as untouchable and not

stargaze, and figure out how things worked. He

understandable, he makes every effort here to

looked at the world and always asked, Why? He

explain to the world in non-mathematical means

never lost that curiosity, which led him to make

what his personal, scientific thoughts are on these

groundbreaking discoveries about the universe as a

questions. Some may become offended by his

young man. Even being diagnosed with ALS didn't

scientific approach. However, he makes his point

slow Stephen down. Those questions kept coming.

clear that he is not intending to question or offend

As his body weakened, Stephen's mind expanded--

anyone’s faith, he is simply putting forth his

allowing him to unlock secrets of the universe and

scientific insights and opinions to answer questions

become one of the most famous scientists of all time.

we have all asked ourselves and that he has been

Stephen always approached life with courage, a

asked over the years based on his experience and

sense of humor, and endless curiosity. His story will

intellect.

encourage readers to look at the world around them

Hawking on the Big Bang and Black Holes Stephen

with new eyes.

W. Hawking 1993 Stephen Hawking, the Lucasian

Stephen Hawking Nandini Saraf 2016-07-04 An

Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge University,

English theoretical physicist; cosmologist; author

has made important theoretical contributions to

and Director of Research at the Centre for

gravitational theory and has played a major role in

Theoretical Cosmology within the University of

the development of cosmology and black hole

Cambridge. His scientific works include

physics. Hawking's early work, partly in

collaboration with Roger Penrose on gravitational

collaboration with Roger Penrose, showed the

singularity theorems in the framework of general

significance of spacetime singularities for the big

relativity; and the theoretical prediction that black

bang and black holes. His later work has been

holes emit radiation; often called Hawking radiation.

concerned with a deeper understanding of these

Hawking was the first to set forth a theory of

two issues. The work required extensive use of the

cosmology explained by a union of the general

two great intellectual achievements of the first half

theory of relativity and quantum mechanics. He is a

of the Twentieth Century: general relativity and

vigorous supporter of the many-worlds

quantum mechanics; and these are reflected in the

interpretation of quantum mechanics. Hawking was

reprinted articles. Hawking's key contributions on

born on 8 January 1942 in Oxford; England; to

black hole radiation and the no-boundary condition

Frank (1905–1986) and Isobel Hawking (née

on the origin of the universe are included. The

Walker; 1915–2013).His mother was Scottish.Despite

present compilation of Stephen Hawking's most

their families' financial constraints; both parents

important work also includes an introduction by

attended the University of Oxford; where Frank

him, which guides the reader though the major

studied medicine and Isobel; Philosophy; Politics

highlights of the volume. This volume is thus an

and Economics.

essentialitem in any library and will be an

Summary & Analysis : Brief Answers to the Big

important reference source for those interested in

Questions By Stephen Hawking Black Book

theoretical physics and applied mathematics. It is an
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excellent thing to have so many of Professor

masses. Hawking himself is revealed to the public

Hawking's most important contributions to the

in this book, which follows his rise from apathetic

theory of black holes and space-time singularities all

schoolboy to respected scientist and writer. Along

collected together in one handy volume. I am very

the way readers discover how Hawking has dealt

glad to have them". Roger Penrose (Oxford) "This

with having ALS, and what critics have said about

was an excellent idea to put the best papers by

his commercial writings.

Stephen Hawking together. Even his papers

Summary of Stephen Hawking’s Brief Answers to

written many years ago remain extremely useful

the Big Questions by Swift Reads Swift Reads

for those who study classical and quantum gravity.

2019-06-28 Brief Answers to the Big Questions

By watching the evolution of his ideas one can get a

(2018) presents the thoughts of theoretical physicist

very clear picture of the development of quantum

and cosmologist Stephen Hawking on 10 major

cosmology during thelast quarter of this century".

scientific and philosophical debates, including

Andrei Linde (Stanford) "This review could have

whether a deity exists, whether intelligent life

been quite short: 'The book contains a selection of 21

exists in space, and whether humans should seek

of Stephen Hawking's most significant papers with

out a new home outside of Earth. Hawking, who

an overview written by the author'. This w

spent his life studying how black holes could help

Stephen Hawking Kristine Larsen 2005 Presents

scientists better understand the universe’s

the life and accomplishments of the English

beginnings, began compiling these answers in the

scientist, who, despite suffering from Lou Gehrig's

year before his death from a personal archive of

disease, has become a renowned cosmologist whose

speeches, essays, and other musings he had

theory of black holes has had a profound influence

delivered during his time as a scientist and public

on the modern study of the universe.

figure... Purchase this in-depth summary to learn

God, Time and Stephen Hawking David A.

more.

Wilkinson 2001-01 Does the Universe need a

Book Review: A Brief History of Time by Stephen

Creator? This book examines the question of the

Hawking 50MINUTES.COM, 2019-04-08 It can be

possible origins of the Universe from the

hard for busy professionals to find the time to read

viewpoints of both science and religion. It argues

the latest books. Stay up to date in a fraction of the

that a scientific explanation for the beginning does

time with this concise guide. As its name suggests,

not destroy belief in God. Wilkinson describes in

A Brief History of Time sets out the history of our

popular terms the discoveries of modern cosmology.

understanding of time and the universe around us.

What is the evidence for the Big Bang? What is

In this bestselling and highly influential book,

quantum gravity and how significant is the work of

Stephen Hawking seeks to explain how the

Stephen Hawking? He welcomes much of

universe works and find out where we came from

Hawking's account, which he helpfully summarises,

and where we are going, in an accessible style that

but considers that the scientific story does not take

can be understood even by readers with no prior

in all the facts. This is a substantially revised and

knowledge of the subject. This clarity and

updated version of the author's God, the Big Bang

accessibility made A Brief History of Time a

and Stephen Hawking.

publishing phenomenon: it spent over two years on

Stephen Hawking Mary-Lane Kamberg 2014-07-15

the New York Times bestseller list and has been

Beyond reaching the pinnacle of success in his field,

translated into over 30 languages, making it one of

the preeminent physicist Stephen Hawking also has

the most influential popular science books ever

made a name for himself as a best-selling author. His

written. Stephen Hawking was one of the most

books bring the wonders of the universe to the

respected scientists of the 20th century, and is
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remembered in particular for his work on general

quantum physics, or the behaviour of tiny atoms

relativity and black holes. This book review and

and particles, combined with Albert Einstein's

analysis is perfect for: • Students of physics at all

General Theory of Relativity, which explains how

levels • Anyone who wants to gain a better

gravity, space, and time are related to each other.

understanding of how the universe works •

This book looks at Hawking's life and work, and

Anyone who wants to learn about the history of

shows how his discoveries both influenced society

physics and cosmology About 50MINUTES.COM |

and contributed to the work of other scientists

BOOK REVIEW The Book Review series from the

working in the field of physics.

50Minutes collection is aimed at anyone who is

The Illustrated Brief History of Time Stephen

looking to learn from experts in their field without

Hawking 2015-11-19 An updated, expanded and

spending hours reading endless pages of

illustrated edition of Stephen Hawking's classic

information. Our reviews present a concise

work, which includes the most recent

summary of the main points of each book, as well as

developments in the field, many of which were

providing context, different perspectives and

forecast by him. In this edition, Professor Hawking

concrete examples to illustrate the key concepts.

explains his complex theories through a fresh visual

Common Core Curriculum Maps in English

dimension. Over one hundred and fifty stunning

Language Arts Great Minds 2011-10-13 The first

colour illustrations have been specially

books to present specific guidance for teaching the

commissioned for this purpose to help the reader

Common Core State Standards Forty-three states

understand what have become popular mythic

plus D.C and the U.S. Virgin Islands have signed on

images of our century, but which nonetheless

to adopt the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).

remain difficult, abstract ideas to grasp.

The need for curriculum guides to assist teachers in

Stephen Hawking Robert Snedden 2018-06-28 This

helping students meet these standards has become

book tells the story of Stephen Hawking, covering

imperative. Created by teachers, for teachers, the

his early years and his family life and his superhero

research-based curriculum maps in this book

contributions to the world of science.

present a comprehensive, coherent sequence of

Stephen Hawking Dave A. Andrew Have you seen

thematic units for teaching the skills outlined in the

someone from a movie that made you wonder if

CCSS for English language arts in Grades 6-8. Each

someone like that exists in real life? Like

grade is broken down into six units that include

Superman, or Wonderwoman. Someone with

focus standards, suggested works, sample activities

extraordinary qualities that only lives by your

and assessments, lesson plans, etc. Teachers can use

imagination. I thought they are just like that, from

the maps to plan their year and craft their own

my fantasy. Until... I came across Stephen Hawking.

more detailed lesson plans The maps address every

Stephen Hawking is a name that is impossible to

standard in the CCSS, yet are flexible and adaptable

ignore, at least if you’re a human from Earth.

to accommodate diverse teaching styles Any

Although to be fair, I’m willing to bet that aliens

teacher, school, or district that chooses to follow the

also know a thing or two about him. He was called

Common Core maps can be confident that they are

the modern day Einstein for a reason. If you don't

adhering to the standards.

know him, or have heard of him but didn't know

Stephen Hawking Anita Croy 2021-06 Stephen

how big of an impact he did on this planet, or you

Hawking's discoveries include the idea that black

just want some inspiration when you are feeling

holes give off radiation, or energy, and can

down... then take a look at this book. Stephen

eventually shrink and vanish. He was also the first

Hawking, the Man Who Defied Everything

person to explain the universe's origins using

includes: What Everyone Ought To Know About
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Stephen Hawking (How he was predicted to die by

overview of the wide variety of subject areas to

21, and how he extended his life to 76)Stephen

which Stephen Hawking has contributed, this book

Hawking is a Robot, How He Can Talk Without

represents an important assessment of prospects for

Opening His MouthWhy A Brief History of Time

the future of fundamental physics and cosmology.

Will Change the Way You Think: From the Big

Stephen Hawking Kitty Ferguson 1992 A

Bang to Black HolesThe Universe in a Nutshell

biography of one of the most remarkable figures in

Explained in an Easy Way, You Don't Have To Be

theoretical physics since Einstein describes

a Scientist or Cosmologist to

Hawking's childhood, Cambridge days, and battle

UnderstandInterpretation of The Theory of

with his illness and discusses his theories. Reprint.

Everything: The Origin and Fate of the

Summary Brief Answers to the Big Questions by

UniverseFall in Love with Physics and Science by

Stephen Hawking Gab Reagan 2018-12-08 GET

his beliefsThe Dreams that Stuff is Made of: The

INTO THE MIND OF STEPHEN HAWKING!

Most Astounding Papers of Quantum Physics, and

TRAVEL ACROSS THE UNIVERSE WITH HIM

How They Shook the Scientific WorldThe Ice

VISIT A BLACK HOLE WITH HIM AND GET

Bucket Challenge The Truth Is You Are Not The

OUT IN ONE PIECE! HEAR HIS SHOCKING

Only Person Concerned About ALS And much

AND CONTROVERSIAL OPINIONS! This is a

MUCH more! Are you ready to know about a real-

Summary, Analysis, and Guide to the controversial

life superhero who lived in our generation? You

book, "Brief Answers to the Big Questions", by the

will be amazed at how he surpassed hindrances that

world-famous astrophysicist and cosmologist

are not imaginable. Much of the content of this book

Stephen Hawking. In that book, Hawking finally

is being debated for his belief have a different

answers some of the big questions that people from

approach. So if you are interested in Theoretical

all over the world have been asking him

Physics or just want to be inspired by someone who

throughout his career. Such questions include the

defied all limits, Do not Wait Any Longer! BUY

following: Is there a God? How did it all begin? Is

NOW to know more about Stephen Hawking's

there other intelligent life in the universe? Can we

contribution to the World.

predict the future? What is inside a black hole? Is

The Future of Theoretical Physics and Cosmology

time travel possible? Will we survive on Earth?

Stephen Hawking 60th Birthday Workshop and

Should we colonize space? Will artificial

Symposium (2002, Cambridge, England) 2003-10-23

intelligence outsmart us? And how do we shape the

Based on lectures given in honour of Stephen

future? To each of these questions, Hawking

Hawking's sixtieth birthday, this book comprises

dedicates a chapter in which he authoritatively and

contributions from some of the world's leading

frankly addresses the question in detail, laying his

theoretical physicists. It begins with a section

deep knowledge and controversial personal opinions

containing chapters by successful scientific

and predictions all on the table. This Summary is

popularisers, bringing to life both Hawking's work

well-researched, well-written, and does a

and other exciting developments in physics. The

wonderful job of making the concepts, principles,

book then goes on to provide a critical evaluation of

and theories in the main book so easy to understand.

advanced subjects in modern cosmology and

All the main points in the original book (KEY

theoretical physics. Topics covered include the

TAKEAWAYS) are carefully extracted and

origin of the universe, warped spacetime,

presented to you in this Summary so you do not

cosmological singularities, quantum gravity, black

have to wade through tons of theories to get to

holes, string theory, quantum cosmology and

them. Next, each chapter is summarized

inflation. As well as providing a fascinating

(CHAPTER SUMMARY) for you so you are
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presented only with the essence of the chapter. In

studied physics and cosmology, or how the universe

fact, there is no important point, message, or theme

came to be. But then he was diagnosed with

in the main book that has been ignored in this

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a disease that

Summary. But note that this Summary is meant to

shuts down the nerves that control muscles. His

be a companion, not a replacement, to the original

doctors thought he had two years to live, so

book. So read this Summary BEFORE OR AFTER

Hawking started working hard to meet his goals.

reading the original book itself. This will help you

He studied black holes and made discoveries that

to understand the main book better, and connect

earned him recognition around the world. He

your understanding to certain events and

wrote several books about the universe to help

phenomena that are happening around you. Also, all

people understand his ideas. More than fifty years

of Hawking's controversial opinions are laid bare in

after his diagnosis, Hawking still has ALS, but he

this Summary. See them in all their nakedness. You

continues to ponder the night skies, trying to find

may or may not agree with one or some or even all

one theory that will explain the universe.

of Hawking's controversial opinions. But they are

Stephen Hawking Joel Levy 2021-07-15 Physicist

here, Read them. Think about them. And reach

Stephen Hawking was a scientist for the modern

your own conclusions. This Summary is probably

age. He is as renowned for his theories on time and

the best Summary of "Brief Answers to the Big

space as he is for his unique life story. Undeterred

Questions", by Stephen Hawking. Do not miss it.

by a debilitating illness, he trained his mind to

BUY THIS SUMMARY NOW!

work in a new way to become the leading light in

Stephen Hawking: A Brief History Craig

modern science. This carefully researched

Markinsons 2015-07-08 When you hear about words

biography tells Hawking’s story, highlighting his

such as physics, big bang, black holes one name

scientific breakthroughs and how, despite his

might come to mind, Stephen William Hawking.

struggle with a degenerative condition, he became

He is a brilliant physicist and mathematician who

the most celebrated and inspiring scientist of his

has significantly contributed to the science of

generation. A beautiful design includes striking

cosmology. Hawking was born on January 8, 1942

photographs, illuminating documents, and helpful

in Oxford, England. His university education began

sidebars that cast light on Hawking’s intellectual

at the Oxford where he received his BA in 1959.

achievements.

Thereafter, he began a doctoral program at

Stephen Hawking Wisdom Sreechinth C

Cambridge, where he was awarded his doctorate in

STEPHEN HAWKING WISDOM ~ Stephen

theoretical physics. During his final year at Oxford,

Hawking’s Encapsulated Expressions ~ It was in the

he was diagnosed with motor neuron disease or Lou

year 1942, there born a child who in turn become to

Gehrig’s disease that has progressively paralyzed

known as one of the most brilliant brains in the

him over the years. Currently, he communicates

modern scientific World. His name is Stephen

through a speech generating device that is attached

William Hawking. His theoretical prediction over

to his cheek muscles.

the black holes attracted many ears. Stephen

Theoretical Physicist Stephen Hawking Kari

Hawking was the first person who formulated a

Cornell 2018-01-01 Do you like to gaze at the stars?

theory of cosmology by blending quantum

So did the young Stephen Hawking. Eventually, he

mechanics and theory of general relativity. Bearing

turned his fascination with the night sky into a

the chronic illness, Stephen Hawking is living a life

career of trying to figure out how the universe

with a mission to shed us light over the darkness of

began and how it works. As a child, Hawking loved

universal secrets. Here we have collected sayings

the stars and he loved math class. In college, he

and quotes of Stephen Hawking which consists of
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quotations about various topics like science, aliens,

discovered that he suffered from Amyotrophic

god & religion, computers, life, social, truth,

Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). During the two years after

relationship, etc. You can find motivational quotes

discovering this life changing announcement;

also among those he spelt. This book, ‘Stephen

Hawking rose from being a struggling student, to

Hawking Wisdom: Stephen Hawking’s

the world’s most outstanding famous scientist in

Encapsulated Expressions’ contains the sayings and

existence. Stephen’s favourite fields were

quotes of Stephen Hawking, which is filled with

Theoretical physics, applied mathematics and

thought generating sayings and questions. Spare

Cosmology. Stephen is known for his theories on

some time for his teachings. Turn the pages and

Black holes, Quantum gravity, cosmology and

grasp the gifts that Stephen Hawking had left for

Hawking radiation. Stephen Hawking has produced

you...

four revised books by himself and at least three

Stephen Hawking: A Brief History of My Life

books for children his beloved daughter Lucy. He

Time and a Biography of an Envisioned Man

has had two wives, fathered three children and has

Thomas Elton Stephen Hawking – Was the

three grand children. Stephen stated “His purpose is

previous Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at

simple. It is to completely understand the universe,

Cambridge University & the writer of a best sellers

why it has developed into what it is and the

“A Brief History of Time”. Learn about Stephen

purpose for the universes existence at all” –

Hawking’s life & his discoveries studying the

Stephen Hawking For a compete insight into

universe, plus how he inspired cosmology. Are you

Stephen Hawking’s life, you’ll probably wish to

interested in the Universe and cosmology Are you

indulge in this superb biography. Stephen

a fan f Stephen Hawking? Are you entranced by

Hawking, Stephen Hawking Biography,

Stephen Hawking and his theories? If so this

Biographies & Memoirs, Science Maths, Cosmology,

Stephen Hawking Biography is perfect for you? It

Space

was the 8th of January 2012 when a man who

Stephen Hawking on Trial Pierre St. Clair

found out at 21 that he possessed motor neurone

2017-03-08 Stephen Hawking's influence in

disease, which in most occasions equals a number of

cosmology has been significant. Why put him on

years' degeneration then an inevitable death,

trial? The public has a right to investigate Professor

enjoyed his 70th birthday. The scientist Stephen

Hawking's Grand Design theory about the origin of

Hawking was born on January 8, 1942 in the city of

the universe. Evaluating a theory is the foundation

Oxford, England. Even as a youngster, Stephen

of the scientific method. All scientific research must

Hawking displayed amazement for science,

stand up to exacting scrutiny. This is the reason

mathematics and space. Whilst age 21 and studying

bestselling author, Pierre St. Clair, extracts science

cosmology at the university of Cambridge, Steven

fact from social fantasy via the judgement of 64
renowned physicists.
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